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CONTROL OF PIPELINED OPERATION N A
MCROCOMPUTER SYSTEM EMPLOYING
DYNAMIC BUS SZING WITH 80386 PROCESSOR
AND 82.385 CACHE CONTROLLER
TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to improvements in
microcomputer systems, particularly microcomputer
systems which employ dynamic bus sizing and pipelined
operations, and more particularly in such systems which
further include a cache subsystem.

2

82385 to have information respecting the character of
the device taking part in the operation so that the NA

O

signal to the 80386 is not improvidently generated. As
described in the referenced Intel publications the 82.385
requires device information at the beginning of a cycle
in contrast to the 80386 which can accept and act on
device information substantially later in the cycle.
In sonne microcomputer systems, this constraint is
accepted by correlating the address of a device with its

size so that for example all 32-bit devices are in a first
predetermined address range and all 16-bit devices are
in a second, different address range. By this technique
then, the size of a device can be determined by its ad

BACKGROUND ART
15

dress.

However, in systems which require the flexibility of
locating a wide variety of devices within widely vary
ing address ranges, this constraint cannot be complied
with. One class of such systems are those employing the
IBM Micro-Channel (TM) bus.
In many systems, including systems of the foregoing
type, a device when addressed will return an indication
of its size. However, since the 82385 requires device size
information to be available at the beginning of a bus
25 cycle, in systems where this information is only avail
able later in the cycle, there is the possibility of an im
provident NA signal.
Therefore it is an object of the present invention to
provide an arrangement in an 80386/82385 microcorn
30 puter system which selectively controls the NA signal
so that it is coupled to the 80386 only under appropriate
circumstances. In other circumstances the NA signal is
prevented from reaching the 80386. Preventing the NA
signal from reaching the 80386 prevents pipelined oper
i.e. it prevents the generation of information for a
vides an NA signal which it is suggested should be 35 ation,cycle
before the given cycle has been completed.
connected to a corresponding input on the 80386. This next
With
this
flexible
of the NA signal, the mi
allows the 82.385 to assert the NA signal to the 80386 crocomputer systemcontrol
can now operate with dynamic bus
prior to completion of a given bus cycle to enable the
80386 to output information (data, address and/or con sizing, i.e. it can now operate with devices of various
trol) for the next operating cycle. The timing is ar 40 sizes without information at the beginning of the cycle
ranged, along with connected components, so that if a as to the size of the device being operated with.
Cacheable devices, i.e. devices generating data which
cache operation is the given operation, information for
the given operation has already been accepted by the can be cached, are necessarily 32-bit devices. All such
cache memory and therefore changing the 80386 output devices have addresses (specifically, tags) indicating
information to correspond to the next cycle will not 45 cacheability. All other devices (whether or not 32-bit
interfere with the operation which is in the process of devices) have addresses indicating information they
being completed. This also holds true for situations in generate will not be found in cache. Control of the NA
which a cache miss condition has occurred requiring signal depends in part on cacheability. Specifically,
reference not to the cache memory but to main memory since any cacheable device is a 32-bit device, there is no
since access to main memory is via latched buffers 50 question of improvident NA signals when operating
which therefore store information respecting the given with cacheable devices. Furthermore, in the event of a
cache hit, there is no question but that the NA signal is
operation.
The 80386 also has the capability of operating with appropriate since only cacheable devices (32-bit de
what is referred to as dynamic bus sizing. The 80386 is vices) will produce a cache hit. Thus an important fea
nominally a 32-bit machine, i.e. the width of the data 55 ture of allowing dynamic bus sizing and pipelined oper
bus is 32 bits. However, the 80386 can operate with ations is preventing or inhibiting the NA signal from
16-bit devices (devices which will transfer only 16 bits reaching the 80386 in the event of assertion of an ad
of data) by responding to a BS16 signal which is pro dress to a non-cacheable device.
If, during the course of a given cycle (where the NA
vided to the 80386 to indicate the presence of a 16-bit
device. The BS16 signal is important to the 80386 in the signal has been inhibited), it turns out the device is a
event that it has performed a 32-bit operation. Of course 32-bit device, then the cycle completes in normal fash
the 16-bit device cannot, in one operation, transfer the ion (without pipelining). On the other hand, if it turns
32 bits of data which the 80386 is capable of generating out during the course of the cycle that the device being
and/or accepting. Thus, a second operation (cycle) is operated with is a 16-bit device (and the cycle is a 32-bit
necessary and the 80386 responds to the BS16 signal to 65 cycle), then the 80386 generates the additional, neces
automatically generate the next, necessary, cycle.
sary cycle. This operation is entirely transparent to the
In order for this type of operation to be successful 82.385, i.e. the 32385 takes no part in controlling the
when the 82.385 is present it is also necessary for the second of the two cycles. Finally, if the device being
Background information respecting the 80386, its
characteristics and its use in microcomputer systems
including cache memory subsystems are described in
Intel's "Introduction to the 80386", April 1986 and the
80386 Hardware Reference Manual (1986). The charac
teristics and operating performance of the 82385 are
described in the Intel publication "82385 High Perfor
mance 32-Bit Cache Controller' (1987).
In microcomputer systems, as in other computer sys
tems, speed of operations is an important criterion
which in most cases has to be balanced against system
cost. Many features which were first introduced to
speed up operations in mainframe computers and mini
computers are now finding their way into microcom
puter systerns. These include cache memory subsystems
and pipelined operations.
In some microcomputer systems (for example those
employing the Intel 80386), pipelined operations are an
attractive operating option. For 80386/82385 mi
crocomputer systems the 82385 cache controller pro
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3
operated with turns out to be an 8-bit device, then the

4.

80386 "sees" a 16-bit device so that it operates exactly

local bus (operating under a different clock) to avoid
possible contention on the system bus 250.

16-bit device. In other words, the 80386 "sees' a 6-bit

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

as has been described for the case when the device is a

device so that after the first cycle is completed (during
which cycle it is informed that it is operating with a
16-bit device), a second cycle is generated. However,
not only transparent to the 82385, but also transparent
to the 80386, other logic converts each of the 16-bit
cycles of the 80386 into two 8-bit cycles. Thus in the
case where a 32-bit cycle is directed at an 8-bit device,
the 82.385 takes no part in the operation, the 80386 gen
erates two 16-bit cycles, and other logic operates on
each of the 80386 16-bit cycles to generate two 8-bit
cycles.
Thus in accordance with one aspect, the invention

provides a microcomputer system with pipelined in
struction sequencing responsive to a next address signal
prior to completion of a pending operation, said mi
crocomputer system comprising:
a processor of a given bit width,
a cache memory subsystem of said given bit width cou
pled to said processor by a local bus,
a further bus connecting said local bus with other com
ponents having said given bit width and with at least
one component of a reduced bit width, at least some
of said components having said given bit width hav
ing an address in an address range associated with
said cache subsystem and said at least one component
of reduced bit width having an address outside an
address range associated with said cache subsystem,
wherein said microcomputer system further includes:
a) address decoder means responsive to an asserted
address on said local bus for generating a signal indi
cating whether said asserted address is or is not
within said address range associated with said cache
memory subsystem, and
b) logic means responsive to said signal from said ad
dress decoder means for generating a next address
signal to said microprocessor for pipelined operation

10

drives a monitor 20 (such as a conventional video dis

15

20

will be described below, the system unit 30 responds to
input devices such as the keyboard 40 and the mouse 50,
and input/output devices such as the disk drive 70 for
providing signals to drive output devices such as the
monitor 20 and the printer 60. Of course, those skilled in
the art are aware that other and conventional compo
nents can also be connected to the system unit 30 for

25

30

35

unless said address decoder means indicates an as
45

interaction therewith. In accordance with the present
invention, the microcomputer system 10 includes (as
will be more particularly described below) a cache
memory subsystem such that there is a CPU local bus
interconnecting a processor, a cache control and a
cache memory which itself is coupled via a buffer to a
system bus. The system bus is interconnected to and
interacts with the I/O devices such as the keyboard 40,
mouse 50, disk drive 70, monitor 20 and printer 60.

Furthermore, in accordance with the present invention,
the system unit 30 may also include a third bus compris
ing a Micro Channel (TM) architecture for interconnec
tion between the system bus and other input/output
devices.
FIG. 2 is a high level block diagram illustrating the
various components of a typical microcomputer system
in accordance with the present invention. A CPU local
bus 230 (comprising data, address and control compo
nents) provides for the connection of a microprocessor
225 (such as an 80386), a cache control 260 (which may
include an 82385 cache controller) and a random access
cache memory 255. Also coupled on the CPU local bus
230 is a buffer 240. The buffer 240 is itself connected to

FIG. 1 is an overall three-dimensional view of a typi
cal microcomputer system employing the present in

the system bus 250, also comprising address, data and
control components. The system bus 250 extends be

vention;

FIG. 2 is a detailed block diagram of a majority of the
components of a typical microcomputer system en
ploying the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram, in somewhat more detail
than FIG. 2, showing those connections between the
80386 and 82385 recommended by the manufacturer
and which is useful to an understanding of why such an
arrangement is inconsistent with dynamic bus sizing;
FIG. 4 is a more detailed block diagram similar to
FIG. 3 but illustrating application of the present inven
tion which allows both pipelined instruction sequencing
and dynamic bus sizing;
FIG. 5 is further detailed block diagram of apparatus
which handles 16-to-8-bit cycle conversion transparent
to both the 82.385 and 80386; and
FIGS. 6 and 7 are a timing diagram and a block dia
gram of the latch DL and its control signal LEDMA
(Latch Enable from DMA) to illustrate how the syn
chronous DMA subsystem is interfaced to the CPU

play). The system unit 30 is also coupled to input de
vices such as a keyboard 40 and a mouse 50. An output
device such as a printer 60 can also be connected to the
system unit 30. Finally, the system unit 30 may include
one or more disk drives, such as the disk drive 70. As

sented address outside a range associated with said
cache subsystem.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows a typical microcomputer system in
which the present invention can be employed. As
shown, the microcomputer system 10 comprises a num
ber of components which are interconnected together.
More particularly, a system unit 30 is coupled to and

tween the buffer 240 and a further buffer 253.
50

55

The system bus 250 is also connected to a bus control
and timing element 265 and a DMA controller 325. An
arbitration control bus 340 couples the bus control and
timing element 265 and a central arbitration element
335. The main memory 350 is also connected to the
system bus 250. The main memory includes a memory
control element 351, an address multiplexer 352 and a
data buffer 353. These elements are interconnected with

memory elements 361 through 364, as shown in FIG. 2.
Address lines 390 couple the address multiplexer 352 to
the memory elements 361-364. Memory data lines 400
couple the data buffer 353 to the memory elements
361-364 inclusive.
65

A further buffer 267 is coupled between the system
bus 250 and a planar bus 270 of I/O subsystem 200. The
planar bus 270 includes address, data and control com
ponents, respectively. Coupled along the planar bus 270
are a variety of I/O adapters and other components
such as the display adapter 275 (which is used to drive
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the monitor 20), a clock 280, additional random access
memory 285, an RS232 adapter 290 (used for serial I/O

6
device such as MAD recognizes its address on a bus
address component such as MA, it returns the signal
BS16, which is high or low depending on whether the

operations), a printer adapter 295 (which can be used to

drive the printer 60), a timer 300, a diskette adapter 305

(which cooperates with the disk drive 70), an interrupt
controller 310 and read only memory 315.
The buffer 253 (coupled on one side to the system bus
250) is coupled on the other side to the Micro-Channel
(TM) sockets 401 and 330 of the Micro-Channel (TM)
bus 320. Bus 320 can support devices of various size
including 32-bit devices, 16-bit devices and 8-bit de
vices. A typical memory device 331 is shown coupled
on the bus 320. One of the advantages of this bus is the
flexibility the user is provided with to freely insert vari
ous devices in the different sockets, at will. The mixing
of these devices and their appearance at different sock
ets prevents rigid addressing allocation and is a prime
reason for the necessity of the present invention. Absent
the present invention, the 80386/82335 microcomputer
system as described herein would be either wholly pre
vented from using pipelining operations or alternatively
subjected to faulty operation caused by improvident or
inappropriate pipelining operations.

device is a 16- or 32-bit device.
s

The Non-Cacheable Address (NCA) is another input
to the 82.385 which indicates whether an address as
serted is a cacheable address. A cacheable address is

10

5

defined as an address for a device which is compatible
with the cache subsystem and hence is a 32-bit device.
This signal is generated by the Cache Address Decoder
(CAD) by virtue of an input from the address compo
nent of the CPU local bus 230. The manufacturer sug
gests that a portion of memory can be set aside as non
cacheable by use of this input to the 82385.
The recommended architecture illustrated in FIG. 3
provides for effective pipelined operations (by use of
the NA signal) under any one of the following circum
Staces:

20

l) where all devices connected to the system bus 250 or
any bus coupled thereto are 32-bit devices, or
2) where the devices connected to the system bus 250 or
any bus coupled thereto may be 32-bit or 16-bit de
vices, so long as the signal X16 is available at the

the CPU local bus 230 and the system bus 250 is the

beginning of any bus cycle.
When the X16 signal is available at the beginning of a
given bus cycle, the 82.385 based on that information
determines whether the NA signal is appropriate, and if
it is not appropriate, it is not generated. Thus in the
event the 80386 is operating with a 32-bit device, then
the NA signal is normally generated prior to comple
tion of a given cycle for effecting pipelined operation.

by its two control signals BACP and BAOE, the former

Channel (TM) bus.

FIG. 3 shows selected interconnections between the

80386 and 82.385, relative to generation and use of the
Next Address (NA) signal, as recommended by the
manufacturer. More particularly, the interface between

25

buffer 240 whose components include a control buffer
DL (for data) and AL (for address). As shown in FIG. 30
3, the data component of the CPU local bus (CPULBD)
is one input/output connection for the DL, on the CPU On the other hand, if the device is a 16-bit device, then
local bus side. Likewise, the data component SBD of the NA signal is not generated, allowing the 80386 to
the system local bus 250 is the input/output connection generate the second necessary cycle for proper opera
to the DL, on the side of the system bus 250. The buffer 35 tion with a 16-bit device.
DL is controlled by its input signals LDSTB, BT/R and
However, the architecture of some bus subsystems
DOE. LDSTB latches data into DL and DOE enables
(for example the Micro-Channel (TM) bus) provides for
the output of DL. The direction from which input is the mixing of 8-bit and 16-bit and 32-bit devices. Be
accepted (CPU local bus 230 or system bus 250) and to cause the signal BS16 is not returned until sometime
which output is directed (system bus 250 or CPU local after the typical device MAD has recognized its address
on the bus subsystem, it is not generated early enough
bus 230) is determined by BT/R.
Likewise, the address component of the buffer AL for the 82.385 to take into account in determining
has an input from the address component of the CPU whether to generate NA. Accordingly, the peculiarities
local bus (CPULBA) and an output to the address corn of the 82385 make it incompatible, particularly in the
ponent of the system local bus 250 (SBA). In a similar 45 generation of the NA signal, with bus subsystems hav
fashion, the AL component of the buffer is controlled ing the flexibility such as is exhibited by the Micro
latches address information from CPULBA into AL

and the latter enables the output, i.e. to the system bus
250. The control signals LDSTB, DOE, BACP and
BAOE are provided for by the 82385.
The address component CPULBA of the CPU local

bus 230 originates at the 80386 and the data component
CPULBD of the CPU local bus 230 originates/termi
nates at the 80386.
The 82385 uses two additional signals X16 and NCA
in the generation of the NA signal. The X16 signal
indicates whether the device which is being operated
with is a 16-bit or 32-bit device. One source of the signal
Xl6 is the Local Bus Address Decoder (LBAD). In
addition, the manufacturer recommends that the signal
BS16 be tied to the signal X16. The signal BS16 is input

SO

in FIG. 4, a number of the differences between FIGS. 3
and 4 will be described.
55

One major difference is that the outputs X16 and NA
from the 82385 are no longer utilized. In addition, a new
logic element CL is interposed between the 82385 and
the 80386. The logic element CL generates the CPUNA
signal (replacing the unused NA signal from the 82.385).
The logic unit CL is responsive to the NCA signal from
the CADR and BADS signal from the 82.385 (indicating
whether there is a cache miss). The logic element CL

also has an input BW/R indicating whether any system
bus cycle is a read or a write. As will be described,

to the 80386 to indicate to the 80386 whether the device

being operated with is 16 or 32 bits in size. A source of
the signal BS16 is a device address decoder, such as
MAD. MAD represents the address decoder of any
device coupled to the system bus 250 or any other bus
coupled thereto such as the bus 270 or 320. When a

FIG. 4 is a block diagram similar to FIG. 3 but al
tered for use in accordance with the present invention.
Before describing the operation of the apparatus shown

65

while BW/R is used in an embodiment of the invention,
it is a signal which is not essential.
The decoder CADR receives, in addition to its inputs
from bits A17-A26 and A31 of the CPULBA, Program
nable Cacheability Bits (PCB). In an embodiment actu
ally constructed, the first of these three bits represents a

5,125,084
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decision to allow caching ROM space. A second bit
either enables the decoder CADR to output NCA based

Symbol
--

on the decoded information, or alternatively, to declare

all accesses non-cacheable, i.e. assert NCA regardless of
the asserted address on the CPULBA. Finally, a third

8
-continued
Definition
Logical OR

5

Logic Equations
AB2:sSCYC38S PPECYC385 ABADS CLK & BT2
- BUSCYC385 APPECYC38s BAOS CLK & NACACHE

(l)
BT2

- MISS1 & ABUSCYC385 & ABADS & (BWAR) & CLK & NCA & ABREADY
- MESS1
BREADY ABUSCYC385
-- ABT2 at BREADY NACACHE
-- ACLK
BT2

CLK

ASCYC38s: as BUSCYC385
BAOS 8 CLK
-- BUSCYC385 & PIPECYC385 at CLK
-- USCYC385
B2. CK
USCYC385 BREADY

-

BUSCYC385

(2)

ACLK

ACPUNA: AMSS CLK CPUNA anaCACHE
- MSS. CLK CPUNA tabradY. BUSCYC385
-- ACPUNA vick
- ACPUNA CLK BREADY
- ACPUNA : BUSCYC385 at NACACHE CLK

(3)

AMISSI: MISS & BUSCYC385 & CPUNA & MBADS & A(BW/R) & CLK & NCA
-- MISS & ABUSCYC385 & ABADS & (BW/R) & CLK & NCA & MBREADY

(4)

-- MISS1 is ACLK
-- AMSS1 BREADY
APPECYC38.5: PIPECYC38S ABADS ABUSCYC38s & CLK SABREAOY
- PPECYC385
MISS1 BT2 ... BUSCYC385 CLK . ABREAOY
- APPECYC385 & ACLK

(5)

In the foregoing logic equations the following signals
are described or referred to in the cited Intel publica

bit indicates, in one state, that address space between 0
and 8 megabytes is cacheable and that address space

tions:

between 8 to 16 megabytes is non-cacheable. In the 35 BADS
other state, the bit indicates that address space in the
BREADY
range 0 to 16 megabytes is all cacheable. If desired, the (BW/R) actually referred to as BW/R, the parenthesis
effect of this bit can be multiplied by simply reflecting
are used to indicate that the entire term is one signal
the status of the first 16 megabytes through the succeed CLK
ing 16 megabyte ranges. Of course, the use of these (WAR) actually referred to as W/R, the parenthesis are
particular cacheability indicators (or others) is not es
used to indicate the entire term is one signal
sential to the invention. It is, however, important to BADS, when active indicates a valid address on the
arrange the CADR so that it can quickly decode its
system bus 250. BREADY is a ready signal from the
inputs and produce NCA. In an embodiment actually
system bus 250 to the CPU local bus 230. BW/R
constructed, the timing window for production of 45 defines a system bus 250 Write or Read. CLK is a
NCA, from valid addresses on the CPULBA, was very
processor clocking signal which is in phase with the
short, on the order of ten nanoseconds.
processor 225. (W/R) is the conventional Write or
A further major difference between FIGS. 3 and 4 is
Read signal for the CPU local bus 230.
that the typical MAD now generates not a single BS16
Equations (1)–(5) define:
signal (as is the case in FIG. 3), but two signals, CS32 SO BT2
and CS6. This enables the MAD to identify itself as a
32-bit device, a 16-bit device or an 8-bit device. The

signal CS32 is input to a flip-flop FF which is now used
to generate the BS6 signal which is in one condition in
the event the MAD is a 32-device and in a different 55
condition if the MAD is an 8-bit or a 16-bit device. If

BUSCYC385
CPUNA
MISS
PIPECYC385

in terms of the defined signais, the signals described or
referred to in the cited Intel publications and NCA and

neither CS32 nor CS16 is generated by the device, then NACACHE,
by default the device is an 8-bit device.
BT2 reflects the state of the system bus 250. The state
The logic equations related to the generation of BT2 is a state defined in the cited Intel publications.
CPUNA are reproduced immediately below. In this 60 BUSCYC385 also reflects the state of the system bus
material the symbols have the following meanings asso 250. It is high for bus states BT, BT1 BT1P and low for
ciated with them:
bus states BT2, BT2P and BT2I (again these are bus
states referenced in the cited Intel publications).
CPUNA is a signal to the 80386 allowing pipelined
Symbol
Definition
A
s:
E.

Negation
A registered term, equal to
A combinatorial term, equal to

Logical AND

65

operation. This is the signal which replaces the NA

signal from the 82.385.
MISS1 is active defining the first cycle in a double

cycle for handling 64 bit read to cacheable devices.
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PIPECYC385 is active during BT1P (which is a bus
state referred to in the cited Intel publications.
NCA is a signal created by decoding the address
component on the CPU local bus 230 to reflect, when
active, a non-cacheable access. Cacheability is deter
mined by a tag component (A31 to A17) and program
mable information defining what tags (if any) refer to
cacheable as opposed to non-cacheable addresses.
NACACHE is a signal similar to the BNA signal.

BNA is a system generated signal requesting a next

10
presence of an 8-bit device and hence the necessity for

the conversion. The signal CS1.6, when active, indicates
a 16- or 32-bit device. Q1 is used in the sequence to
indicate the end of the first half of the conversion cycle.

O

address from the CPU local bus 230, and is referenced

in the cited Intel publications. NACACHE differs from
BNA only in respect of the fact that BNA is created for

onto the AO address line and causes the wait state gener
ator to restart. CNTLOFF causes the active command

32K cache while NACACHE is created for a 64K

cache. So long as the cache memory is 32K, as cited in

the Intel publications the NACACHE signal referred to
here could be replaced by the BNA signal.
Reviewing Equation 3, the set terms are found in lines
and 2. The term on line 1 indicates a pipelined opera
tion. WMISS1 indicates a 32-bit operation (as will be
described) and so CPUNA is appropriate. The term on
line 2 is a cycle that ends early without pipelining, e.g.
ABREADY. Referring to Equation 4, the terms on lines
1 and 2 are the set terms. Both depend on NCA.
FIG. 5 is a detail of apparatus associated with the
buffer and decoder 267 (associated with bus 270) and
buffer 253 (associated with a Micro-Channel (TM) bus
320). As has already been described, the apparatus of
FIG. 4 provides for two 16-bit cycles when 32-bit cy
cles are directed to 8- or 16-bit devices, and does so in

15

alent in tine and function to two consecutive 8-bit cy
The signals referred to above and shown in FIG. 5

are defined as follows:
25

MEMCS

16 bit memory device select

(I/OCS 6)

6 bit IAO device select. Parenthesis

are used to indicate the expression
relates to a single signal
AEN1, AEN2

30 MEMR, MEMW,
IOR, IOW

ated by the 80386 into two 8-bit cycles for the appropri

XBHE

Address enables from DMA controllers

CPU command signals
Bus high enable, indicates when data
should appear on a higher order eight
bit segment of the data bus

XAO

Least significan address order line

Q1
OOO

Wait state generator output (2d state
output)
Lowest order eight bit segment of the

O8-D15

Second eight bit segment of the data

data bus
bus

ARDYEN

Asynchronous ready enable to ready

synchronization logic.

ADDS wait states in conversion

cycle to provide for the generation of
two 8 bit cycles,
AT ALE

Alternate address latch.

(active high)

User to clock A0 to a logic
one and to restart the wait

state generator for second 8
bit transfer

CONWAO

ate MAD, the hardware shown in FIG. 5 forces the

conversion cycle must occur and controls the GATE
245 and DIR 245 signals of the ALS which connect the
low order eight bits of the data bus to a second 8-bit

signal to go inactive and active again to stimulate the
end of one cycle and the beginning of another. CON
VA0 is used as an input to the A0 address latch to force
A0 to a logic 1 for the second half of the conversion
cycle.
The completed 16- to 8-bit conversion cycle is equiv

cles.

a manner transparent to the 82385. The apparatus of
FIG. 5 is employed so as to generate, for each 16-bit
cycle directed to an 8-bit device, two 8-bit cycles, in a
manner which is transparent to the 80386.
More particularly, the apparatus includes control 35
logic CLA, a sequencer S and a controlled coupler
ALS which couples selective ones of the data lines to
others of the data lines. More particularly, as shown in
FIG. 5, the low order eight bits (D0-D7) can be cou
pled to the second 8-bit segment (D8-D15) under the 40
control of the signal DIR and M.G. Further, the direction
of transfer (left to right or vice versa) is also controlled
by DIR.
More particularly, in any 16-bit cycle generated by
the 80386, data is placed on the low order sixteen bits of 45
the data bus. In order to convert a 16-bit cycle gener

16-bit operation to look like two 8-bit operations to the
8-bit device MAD while to the 80386 the two 8-bit
cycles look like a single 16-bit cycle.
The control logic CLA performs a decode function
for the conversion cycle control. It detects when a

The signals DATACONV and Q1 are input to the se
quencer S. The sequencer S performs two functions.
One is to hold the 80386 not ready until the second half
of the cycle has been initiated. ARDYEN is driven to a
logic 1 to signal the 80386 not to end the cycle. The
sequencer also stimulates the end of one 8-bit cycle and
the beginning of a second. ALTALE clocks a logic l

Conversion cycle A0.
Provides a logic one to the

(active high)

AO address latch so that A0
will increment for the

SO

second 8 bit cycle
CNTLOFF

Control of Turns off the active

command signal for 3 clocks to

sinuate the end of one 8 bit cycle
and the start of the second 8 bit

cycle. CNTLOFF is also used to latch

55

the low order data bus to the CPU

(during a read cycle) on the first 8
bit transfer. An input to the systern bus

segment of the data bus. The logic equations for CLA
are listed below. Once the conversion cycle conditions
have been detected, the signal DATACONV activates
the sequence. The signal CS1.6, when inactive, signals

interface unit.

Logic Equations
AGATE 245: s MEMCS6. AEN CAEN
-- MEMCS16AEN
AEN2
MEMW

MEMR
XBHE
AXBHE XAO

+ (AOCS16) & AEN i & AEN2 & AIOR & AXBHE & XAO
-- (MOCS6) AEN AN2 & OW staXBHE XAO
AEN1 & 1MEMCS16
- AEN i MEMCS16

we
XBHE

AOR
MEMR

XAO

(6)

5,125,084
Logic Equations
ATDR45: s AEN
- AEN
AEN2
- AEN
AEN2

12

-continued
(7)

MEMR
XBHE & AMEMW
AXBHE & AOW

ADATA CONV:= MEMCS16 & AEN i & AEN2 & AMEMR & Q & AXBHE & MXA0
- MEMCS16 & AEN & AEN2 & MEMW & Q1 & MXBHE & MXAO

(8)

-- (I/OCS16) & AEN i & AEN2 & IOR & Q & AXBHE & AAO
(I/OCS16) & AEN i & AEN2 & IOW & Q & AXBHE & AXAO

and so the bus is free of any data that may have been

FIG. 7 shows a detail of the latch DL, the data input

driven during the course of the DMA cycle.
Thus the invention provides an accommodation be
tween dynamic bus sizing (which provides the flexibil
ity essential to the Micro-Channel (TM) bus 320) and
pipelining operation through selected generation of
CPUNA, at the appropriate time. As has been indi
cated, CPUNA depends either on detection of a cachea
ble access, where CPUNA is produced prior to comple
tion of the pending cycle. On the other hand, where a
non-cacheable access is detected, then pipelining is
withheld, i.e. CPUNA is not asserted until the system
bus 250 indicates that the cycle has completed

become active (low). Shortly thereafter, an address is
latched into the buffer 253 (referenced ADL). Subse

been described herein, it should be apparent that the
invention can be embodied in many varied forms. Ac

Acoutput connections between the system bus 250 and
the CPU local bus 230 as well as the control signal
LEDMA. FIG. 6 relates the signal LEDMA to other 5
signals on the CPU local bus 230 (indicated in the top
third of FIG. 6 with the legend "82385 Local Bus Sig
nals & 25 MHz'), signals on the optional feature bus 320
(indicated by the reference "Micro-Channel (TM)") bus
320 signals and signals on the system bus 250 (indicated
in the bottom third by the legend "DMA Signals"). As
indicated in the upper third of FIG. 6, the CPU local
bus 230 is a synchronously clocked bus (clocks
CPUCLK2 and CPUCLK are related as indicated).
(BREADY is asserted).
The central portion (comprising the major portion of 25 At the same time, an accommodation is created be
FIG. 6) shows a single cycle on the CPU local bus 230. tween the synchronous DMA mechanism and the syn
The beginning of the cycle is indicated by the left-most chronous (but driven by a different clock) CPU local
vertical line, and the end of the cycle is indicated by the bus through the buffer DL. While the DMA cycle is
right-most vertical line. As shown in FIG. 6 in the mid initiated by the CPU local bus 230, the cycle on the
dle third, once a cycle has begun on the CPU local bus CPU local bus 230 will not terminate until after the
230, for a cycle which extends through the system bus termination of the DMA cycle.
While a particular embodiment of the invention has
250 to the bus 320, the command signals SSO and SS1

quently, the signal CMD also becomes active (low). It
is this point which defines the beginning of the DMA

35

cycle on the system bus 250 and the optional feature bus
320. This is indicated by a continuation of the third
vertical line (from the left) extending into the lower
third of FIG. 6. Shortly after the beginning of the DMA

cycle, the signals DMAS0 and DMAS1 become active
(low). As seen in FIG. 6, the signal DMARDY" subse
quently changes state. On the next transition in
DMARDY (the low going transition), the required
data is located on the system bus 250. Accordingly, the
signal LEDMA changes state (rising transition). This
has the effect of latching the data on the system bus 250
into the latch DL. The same transition which produced
the change of state in LEDMA also has an effect on
BREADY (as shown by the arrow in FIG. 6). In other
words, once DMARDY is sampled low, the required
data has already latched into the latch DL and the

in accordance with the attached claims.
We claim:

45

SO

55

state in CMD (on the Micro-Channel (TM) bus 320)
60

a cache memory subsystem of said given bit width,
having an address range for cacheable data, and
coupled to said processor by a local bus,
a further bus connecting said local bus with address
able other components having said given bit width
and with at least one addressable component of a
reduced bit width for transferring data between
said components and said processor and subsystem
via said further bus and local bus during execution
of certain of said instructions, at least some of said

data from the latch DL.

The foregoing illustrates that antecedent to terminat
ing the CPU cycle, and a requirement for terminating
the CPU cycle, is the prior termination of the DMA
cycle. This guarantees that when the CPU initiates a
following cycle (to the right of the right-most vertical
line in FIG. 6), the DMA cycle had earlier completed

additional means including the processor for generat
ing a next instruction address and initiating fetch
ing of a next instruction upon completing execution
of a currently executing instruction for non-pipe
lined instruction execution,

in FIG. 6, the transition in DMARDY leads to a transi

and also has the effect of releasing LEDMA, since at
the termination of the cycle the CPU 225 accepted the

1. A microcomputer system comprising:
a processor of a given bit width for executing instruc
tions,
first means including the processor for generating an
address of a next instruction and initiating fetching
of said next instruction during the execution of at
least some currently executing instructions,
whereby instructions may be prefetched for pipe
lined instruction execution,

DMA channel has released the bus 250. Thus as shown

tion in BREADY". On the next subsequent high going
transition of BT2, the CPU cycle can safely end (and
this is the right-most vertical line in FIG. 6). As seen in
FIG. 6, ending the CPU cycle produces a change of

cordingly, the invention is not to be construed by the

example described herein but rather is to be construed

65

components having said given bit width having an
address in said address range of said cache subsys
ten and at least one component of reduced bit
width having an address outside said address range;
said processor further including means responsive to
the execution of each of said certain instructions
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for asserting on said local bus a component address
address decoder means responsive to each said as
serted address on said local bus during the execu

14
an address decoder responsive to functional unit ad
dresses generated by the CPU on the local bus
during cycles of operation to determine whether or
not they fall within the address range of the cache
subsystem, and

signal indicating whether said asserted address is
alternatively within or outside of said address
range, and

logic means responsive to the address decoder for
controlling operation of the CPU means by allow
ing it to proceed to a next cycle of operation prior
to completion of a current cycle of operation when

alternatively within or outside of said address
range,

tion of said certain instructions for generating a

logic means responsive to the signal generated by said
address decoder for rendering said first means ef
fective to generate a next instruction address for
pipelined operation when said address decoder

O

means indicates an asserted address within said

address range and for rendering said additional
means effective to generate a next instruction ad
dress for non-pipelined operation when said ad

15

dress decoder means indicates an asserted address

outside said address range.
2. A system as recited in claim 1 further comprising:
a first interface coupled between said local bus and
said further bus, and wherein said further bus com
prises:
a system bus directly connected to said interface, at
least some of said other components connected to
said system bus;
a second interface directly connected between said
system bus and an optional feature bus, where at
least some of said other components are coupled to
said optional feature bus for transferring data be
tween said last mentioned components and said
processor and subsystem via said first and second

25

30

interfaces, said system bus and said optional feature
bus.

-

3. A system as recited in claim 2 wherein said one
component of a reduced bit width is directly connected
to said optional feature bus for transferring data with
said processor and subsystem via said first and second

35

interface, said system bus and said optional feature bus.
4. A system as recited in claim 1 further comprising:
DMA control means coupled directly to said further
bus and including

means effective during the execution of said certain

instructions by the processor to initiate DMA cy
cles for controlling communication and data trans
fer between the processor and said other compo
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nents via said local bus and said further bus, and

means effective at the end of each DMA cycle for
notifying the additional means that the execution of
a currently executing instruction is completed
whereby the processor can initiate fetching of a
next instruction.
5. A microprocessor system comprising:

a CPU, a cache subsystem having an address range
for cacheable data and a local bus interconnecting

said CPU and subsystem,
a system bus connected to the local bus by a buffer
means for coupling functional units to said CPU
and cache subsystem,
said CPU, cache subsystem, local bus, system bus and

SO

for cacheable data and a local bus interconnecting
said CPU and subsystem, said CPU, cache subsys
ten and local bus having equal bit widths,
a system bus coupled to the local bus by a buffer and
an optional feature bus coupled to the system bus
by an interface for coupling respective functional
units to the CPU and cache subsystem,
said system bus, optional feature bus and certain of
said functional units having a bit width equal to
that of said CPU, cache subsystem and local bus
and others of said functional units having a smaller
bit width;
at least some of said certain functional units, but none

of said other functional units, having addresses
within the address range of the cache subsystern,
said CPU including means for initiating a next cycle
of operation,
an address decoder responsive to functional unit ad
dresses generated by the CPU on the local bus
during each cycle of operation to determine
whether or not they fall within the address range of
the cache subsystem, and
logic means responsive to the address decoder for
controlling operation of the CPU means by allow
ing it to proceed to a next cycle of operation prior
to completion of a current cycle of operation when
the decoded address is within said address range or
alliteratively stopping it from proceeding to the
next cycle of operation until completion of the
current cycle of operation when the decoded ad
dress is outside said address range.
7. A microprocessor system comprising:
a CPU, a cache subsystem and a local bus intercon
necting the CUP and cache subsystem, said CPU,
cache subsystem and local bus having equal data
bus widths,

said CPU including means for executing data transfer
55
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certain of said functional units having equal bit
widths and others of said functional units having a

smaller bit width,
at least some of said certain functional units, but none

of said other functional units, having addresses
within the address range of the cache subsystem,
said CPU including means for initiating a next cycle
of operation,

the decoded address is within said address range or

alternatively stopping it from proceeding to the
next cycle of operation until completion of the
current cycle of operation when the decoded ad
dress is outside said address range.
6. A microprocessor system comprising:
a CPU, a cache subsystem having an address range

65

instructions directed to functional units and for

generating a functional unit address on the local
bus during the execution of each of said instruc
tions;
a system bus coupled to said local bus for routing data
transfers to and from the CPU during execution of
said data transfer instructions;
said cache subsystem having a range of addresses
including addresses assignable to functional unit
having said equal data bus width;
addresses outside of said range of addresses including
addresses assignable to other functional units of
said equal data bus width and of smaller data bus
widths;
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said CPU including means for initiating a next in
struction cycle;
an address decoder responsive to a functional unit
address generated by the CPU on the local bus
during the execution of each of said data transfer

5

instructions to determine whether or not it falls

alternatively within or outside of said address
range, and

within the address range of the cache subsystem;
and

logic means responsive to the address decoder for
controlling operation of the CPU means by allow
ing it to proceed to a next instruction cycle prior to
completion of a current instruction cycle when the
decoded address is within said address range or
alliteratively stopping it from proceeding to the
next instruction cycle until completion of the cur

10

15

of a given bit width for executing instructions including

20

25

lined instruction execution,

additional means including the processor for generat
ing a next instruction address and initiating fetch
ing of a next instruction upon completing execution
of a currently executing instruction for non-pipe

30

termine whether or not the address falls within an
35

coupled to said processor by a local bus,

a systern bus for routing data transfers to and from the
processor via said system bus and local bus during
execution of said data transfer instructions,

addressees within said address range including ad
dresses assignable to functional units having said
given bit width,

addresses outside of said address range including
addresses assignable to other functional units hav
ing said given bit width and to functional units

generating functional unit address information on a
local bus during the execution of said instructions;
a cache subsystem and a local bus interconnecting
said CUP and subsystem;
a system bus and a buffer coupling the system bus to
the local bus for routing said data transfers between
the CPU and said functional units, said CPU, local
bus and system bus having equal bit widths;
an address decoder responsive to said address infor
nation placed on the local bus by the CPU to de
address range of the cache subsystem;
logic means responsive to the address decoder during

lined instruction execution,

a cache memory subsystem of said given bit width,
having an address range for cacheable data, and

outside said address range.
9. A microprocessor system comprising:
a CPU for executing certain instructions including
data transfers directed to functional units and for

data transfer instructions directed to functional units,

first means including the processor for generating an
address of a next instruction and initiating fetching
of said next instruction during the execution of at
least some currently executing instructions,
whereby instructions may be prefeteched for pipe

logic means responsive to the signal generated by said
address decoder for rendering said first means ef
fective to generate a next instruction address for
pipelined operation when said address decoder
means indicates an asserted address within said
address range and for rendering said additional
means effective to generate a next instruction ad
dress for non-pipelined operation when said ad
dress decoder means indicates an asserted address

rent instruction cycle when the decoded address is

outside said address range.
8. A microcomputer system comprising: a processor

16
address alternatively within or outside of said ad
dress range,
address decoder means responsive to each said as
serted address on said local bus during the execu
tion of said data transfer instructions for generating
a signal indicating whether said asserted address is

45

having a smaller bit width than said given bit
width,

said processor further including means responsive to
the execution of each of said data transfer instruc 50

tions for asserting on said local bus a functional unit
55
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each data transfer for controlling operation of the

CPU by allowing it to proceed to a next CPU
instruction prior to completion of the data transfer
when the decoded address is within said address
range, and alliteratively stopping the CPU from
proceeding to the next CPU instruction until con
pletion of the data transfer when the decoded ad
dress is outside said address range;
addresses within said address range including ad
dresses assignable to functional units having said
equal data bus width; and
addresses outside said address range including ad
dresses assignable to other functional units having
said equal data bus width and functional units hav
ing a data bus width smaller than said equal data
bus width.
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